VATCHE (MP124)

1. SURVIVAL GUIDE

2. PURCHASE LAB MANUAL + NOTEBOOK FROM THE BOOKSTORE

3. LABS BEGIN IN OCTOBER

Office: MP 121B

1st floor North wing

Phone: 978-2977

Office hours: Wed 2-3

Next week → Fri 10-11 AM
or by appointment

"Hunting Licence"

Transition to University

Time management:

Get ½ use calendar
or PDA or . . .

Take responsibility for
yourself

Join or Form Study Group
Don't Suffer In Silence

LEARNING PHYSICS

Only a few concepts are subtle & powerful.

Understand concepts ⇒ applying is easy
High school strategy:

memorise formulae

Won't work here!

Each concept builds on previous ones.

Assimilation takes time:
Keep up

"Last minute" cram a poor idea.
Help you keep up

Weekly:

Problem Set

Pre-Class Quiz

text for the

coming week

Every class!

bring cardboard
rectangles

Every tutorial!

bring student workbook
Assignments:

- Read Chapter 1 before Weds. class.

- Set up Mastering Physics (MP) now.

- Fri. 5 PM - complete MP assign: "Pre-Course Assessment Quiz."

- Pre-Class Quiz Chapters 2-4
  By Mon Sept 19 10 AM
MechAnros:

Syllabus

Summaries

www.upscale.utoronto.ca/

PHIL38Y/MechAnros/